Cohesity Powered: The Trusted Choice
for Secondary Data and Apps
IT innovation is transforming businesses before our eyes. From transportation and
entertainment to financial services and healthcare, enterprises across industries
are benefiting from digital transformation solutions and best-of-breed partners.
Now your business can, too.
Cohesity Powered cloud and managed service providers are committed
to ensuring secondary data and apps are protected and productive across
private, public, and hybrid clouds. Because average isn’t good enough for any
competitive business, they have been trusted by Cohesity to build a solution that
ensures secondary workloads—virtual and physical—are delivered securely and
reliably across multi-clouds. With a Cohesity Powered partner, you gain agility
and the confidence to blend on-premises private cloud solutions with public
cloud and managed services without diverting focus from your core business. You
also benefit from differentiated service offerings with pay-as-you go and pay-asyou grow consumption pricing.
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The Cohesity Powered Advantage
Not all service providers help enterprises overcome the challenges of mass data
fragmentation and unleash the power of secondary data and applications while
ensuring data strategies match application needs. Cohesity Powered partners do.
Providers earning the Cohesity Powered trust mark have made significant
investments in Cohesity technologies and training to ensure customer success.
They replace secondary silos with a single, web-scale, software-defined solution
in onsite data centers, seamlessly extend secondary data and applications to
popular public clouds—such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and
Google Cloud Platform—and help organizations develop a hybrid cloud.
Cohesity and by extension Cohesity Powered service providers are known for
secondary data services capabilities featuring secure multi-tenancy, customer
self-service, web-scale with advanced global deduplication, and seamless multicloud mobility and management. They accelerate customer journeys to multiclouds, and empower businesses to unlock greater value from secondary data
and applications.
While service providers are securing and reliably managing data, Cohesity
has built-in safeguards that make it impossible for Cohesity Powered partners
to access enterprise customer files and data. This ensures your organization
is always aware of its data in keeping with governance policies and stringent
regulations such as GDPR.

Key Benefits
• Achieve business differentiation
from continuous innovation with
Cohesity Powered services
• Gain agility and confidence
to eliminate mass data
fragmentation without diverting
focus from core business
• Mobilize enterprise data for
a new breed of applications,
workflows, and initiatives
• Lower TCO with consistent
infrastructure and operations
for secondary data and apps
across multi-clouds
• Accelerate journey to multicloud/hybrid IT and unlock
greater value from secondary
data and applications
• Easily identify service providers
with the most complete, most
advanced Cohesity technologies
• Be assured of the greatest
degree of interoperability
across clouds and the greatest
advantage for business with
Cohesity Powered services

Services That Accelerate Business Outcomes
Enterprises that partner with Cohesity Powered service providers speed adoption of multi-cloud environments with turnkey,
consumption-based services that simplify hybrid/multi-cloud IT. Cohesity Powered services are cloud standard, built on
proven reference architectures from Cohesity and delivered by Cohesity authorized partners. These as-a-service offerings
improve operational efficiency and customer experiences:

Backup as a Service

Archive as a Service

Rapid backup and recovery with a variety of
options, including on-site data protection, direct
backup to cloud, and cloud-native backup.

Support for long-term data retention and
compliance requirements across clouds with
easy data access through global Google-like
search.

Disaster Recovery as a Service

Filer as a Service

Reliable off-site protection that ensures business
continuity with instant mass recovery in case of
a catastrophic event at a primary site.

Scale-out NAS for user home directories,
departmental network shares, and group
collaboration.

Object Storage as a Service

Test/Dev as a Service

S3-compatible object storage for unstructured
data storage and retrieval.

Faster application delivery with test/dev in the
cloud through agile iterations, rapid clones, and
faster environment teardowns.

Analytics as a Service

Custom Services

Insights from untapped data turned into
actionable intelligence to streamline compliance
as well as proactive and predictive analytics
with in-place search and analytics workbench.

Custom secondary data and apps services, for
example security as a service for ransomware
recovery, using Cohesity’s API-first architecture
and RESTFUL APIs.

Choose a Cohesity Powered Provider
Service providers designated with the Cohesity Powered trust mark will help you solve cost and operational challenges today
and future-proof for tomorrow. By choosing a Cohesity Powered provider, your organization is guaranteed to benefit from
the type of innovative secondary data protection and productivity across multi-clouds that drives business differentiation
and industry disruption.

Faster Time to Value
Easily integrate existing infrastructure for multi-cloud and hybrid IT success. Mobilize enterprise data for a new
breed of applications, workflows, and business initiatives. Free valuable internal resources for strategic projects.
Cohesity Powered services reduce complexity by easing service activation, simplifying consumption, and increasing
productivity.

TCO

Assured TCO Savings
Lower costs and boost operational responsiveness by retiring legacy technology silos and unifying private and
public clouds with one secure, web-scale platform for secondary data and apps from a Cohesity Powered service
provider. Enjoy consistent infrastructure and operations and seamless data mobility and management across
clouds.

Continuous Innovation
Eliminate mass data fragmentation, the biggest obstacle to competing as a data-centric business. Increase
competitive advantage with the most advanced cloud technology for secondary data and apps. Minimize upfront
investment and scale services faster than building out your own infrastructure. Benefit from continuous innovation
with Cohesity Powered services.
Find a Cohesity Powered service provider today.
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